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CHOOSE QUALITY
Remington clothing is made of technological 
materials: it waterproof, windproof, it is resistant to 
mechanical damage, and has good breathable  
properties. The models provide all the necessary 
functional elements that replace additional 
equipment. You just get the most out of your 
hobby.

We love our job and we put a lot of effort into it to 
obtain the best characteristics in clothes and 
equipment. We know how important convenience 
and quality are for a modern person. While 
developing a brand for outdoor activities, we took 
care of its affordability so that any beginner could 
buy the equipment of a professional, and the 
professional would continue to rely on his 
experience.

OUR MISSION
WORKING WITH PEOPLE AND FOR PEOPLE

We always remember that people who will use our 
things are people like us. Therefore, we do it “as for 
ourselves”, delving into the needs of customers. So 
our clothes become more convenient and 
functional — we do not forget about the context of 
their use, and the service is transformed from 
“service” to “care”

VALUES 
BEING HONEST 

Being honest, being responsible for what you 
aredoing and respecting others are simple rules 
thatshould determine relationships both in the 
familyand in work. Remington Synergy World is athe 
company where sons work side by side with 
theirparents. Therefore, family values — are obvious 
andunderstandable — are also company values.
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CLOTHING PRODUCTION: FROM THE FIRST DRAFT TO 
PURCHASE

WE DESIGN
We design the sketches for our future products
ourselves. We are trying to create a "national brand»
that will satisfy the needs of everyone, both amateur
and professional..

WE SEW
All the products are sewn on professional 
equipment.Only from high quality, practical, and 
wear-resistantmaterials. Also, our products use high-
quality andreliable accessories.

WE GUARANTEE
We are responsible for our products even after the 
sale.To achieve a high level of clothing and 
footwear, aswell as accessories products quality 
control is carriedout at each stage of production.
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Climatic Extreme is a highly 
waterproofbreathable material. Three layers 
systemconsists of outer textile, membrane, 
andlining. The membrane provides the 
mainproperties of the material. Climatic 
Extremeis a thin fluoroplastic membrane 
thathas a large number of holes persquare unit. 

Steam (sweat)

Wind

Rain

External fabric

Membrane

 Lining

Breath

Wind

Rain

External fabric

Membrane

Lining

Windproof
Quick dry

Warm and soft

Improved 
water resistance

Effective heat transfer

Climatic Pro is a membrane that provides 
protection from wind and weather. Due to 
absolute windproof and maximum vapor 
permeability, products with Climatic Pro will 
longer keep comfortable state in different 
weather conditions and activities. 

ProHeat is premium — class insulation. It has 
high breathability. It is hypoallergenic and safe 
for the skin. Hi-tech technologies were used in 
developing the fiber that allowed to imitate 
natural down. ProHeat is composite insulation. 
It consists of microfibers that hold air and fibers 
of large diameter that increase its’ volume.

It provides high heat insulating 
propertiesper weight unit and a compact 
appearance product. ProHeat has a 
hugeadvantage — it is waterproof. All the 
products with this insulation completely 
restore their form after compression and 
deformation.

Those holes are very small in size, therefore, 
water molecules in vapor form are passing 
through the membrane, however, water 
drops due to their larger size do not.

Climatic Pro is perfect for intense outdoor 
activities such as hunting, fishing, etc. in 
any weather conditions

DWR
DWR is one of the most used acronyms in the 
world of outdoor apparel and gear. It stands for 
"durable water repellent" and is used to process 
various fabrics that are used in tailoring, 
backpacks, awnings, and even sleeping bags. Fabric

DWR impregnation

Water
DWR is a layer of durable hydrophobic polymer 
that is applied to the material and forms a 
specific structure that reduces the surface 
tension coefficient. This causes water droplets to 
roll off the treated material without wetting it.

Lining
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UNLIMITED LINE 
2Vapor permeability up to 10 000 g/m /24 hours

Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

Remington fabrics meet all the requirements, namely:
• Preservation of optimal body temperature
• Independence from weather conditions
• Low noise level
• Breathability
• Wear resistance
• Waterproof
• Lightweight
• Ergonomics
You will forget about all the problems as soon as you put on Remington. Behind is 
experiencing, ahead is an adventure.

Stylish Remington gear for ultimate comfort. Recognizable 
design, adaptive, design features, and optimal technological 
characteristics. In this line, you can comfortably stay alone with 
nature for as long as you want. UNLIMITED! For hunting and 
outdoor activities, we use fabrics created using the latest 
technologies  Climatic Pro, Climatic Extreme membranes, Pro —
Heat insulation, and much more.

INFINITY LINE 
Remington equipment compares favorably with analogs:
• Increased moisture resistance and moisture repellency;
• Improved vapor permeability;
• Preservation of heat;
• Manufacturability;
• Extremely high wear resistance;
• Increased ease.
All this creates the effect of a confident cocoon of safety, comfort, and confidence in 
every next step of the Remington wearer.

City life revolves around you. This dynamic charges with new 
energy. Get comfortable in the rhythm of the city with Remington. 
UNIVERSAL LINE — stylish city wear for every day. Comfortable and 
practical clothing models, laconic design, and the presence of all 
the necessary technological features give confidence on a walk 
and driving in the city stream.

UNIVERSAL LINE  
Requirements for this line:
• Convenience;
• Reliability;
• A combination of quality and simplicity;
• Compliance with the type of recreation and climate.
Make expectations a reality? There are no impossible tasks for Remington.

2Vapor permeability up to 20 000 g/m /24 hours
Water resistance up to 15 000 mm

2Vapor permeability up to 3 000 g/m /24 hours
Water resistance up to до 3 000 mm

The most technologically advanced line from the Remington 
collection. INFINITY is the quintessence of stylish solutions and 
technologies of the 21st century. Advanced equipment design 
will give the wearer a significant head start in competition with 
other hunters. “Well, he’s in Remington, he can be 
everywhere!”. The idea of   our developers initially lies in the 
awareness of the situation when you have to overcome 
difficulties and obstacles.

INFINITY LINE 
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10 11

BLIZZARD 3 IN 1

Art. RM 1055-993/995
Collection  Innity line— 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme 
Insulation: Pro Heat

:  -35 °CTemp. conditions up to

2Vapor permeability up to 10 000 g/ m / 24 hours
Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

WINTER

The unique transforming suit consists of an outer jacket, 
semi-overalls, and a jacket-liner. Straight-cut outer jacket. 
Climatic Extreme membrane that provides absolute 
windproof, and maximum vapor permeability. The elbow is 
protected by dense fabric. The liner jacket serves as 
additional insulation and, if necessary, can be removed. 
Comfortable cuffs with finger slits. The semi-overalls have a 
free cut that does not restrict movement.

Аrt. RM 1055-993 Аrt. RM 1055-995

Liner Jacket    

Top Jacket 

INFINITY LINE

WINTER

PRO HUNTING CLUB
 Remington Pro Hunting Club is an innovative winter costume that is 
made according to updated technology and meets all modern 
standards. Due to the high collar with a lining, as well as a heater 
that has the properties of goose down, the costume can withstand 
wide temperature ranges. In addition, the insulation does not deform 
at all during washing and wear and retains its original form. The suit is 
completely waterproof and has increased breathing ability.

Аrt. RM 1010-160/991/993/997
Collection Unlimited line — 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyeste
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Insulation: Pro Heat
Temp. conditions: up to -35 °C

2Vapor permeability up to 12 000 g/ m / 24 hours
Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

  

Аrt. RM 1010-997Аrt. RM 1010-993

Аrt. RM 1010-991Аrt. RM 1010-160

UNLIMITED LINE
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NECESSITY
The unrivaled warmth of down in a Climatic Pro casing 
—  is a suit for too low temperatures. The suit embodies 
the perfection of form and function. Compact, with 
anatomical cut, the clothes follow the contours of your 
body, giving you comfort and freedom of movement. Its 
many features include inner cuffs, a waterproof front zip, 
an insulated hood, chest and hand pockets, and even a 
decoy pocket. The out side is made of lightly brushed 
material that reduces noise to a minimum. The jacket is 
shortened, designed to be worn together with semi-
overalls. Overalls with zippers for 2/3 of the length of the 
trousers for the convenience of wearing any shoes. Very 
lightweight but one of the warmest suits in the collection. 

2Vapor permeability up to 12 000 g/ m / 24 hours
Water resistance up to 15 000 mm

Аrt. RM 1054-999
Collection  Innity line— 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme
Insulation: 90% down 10% feather
Temp. conditions: up to -35 °C

WINTER

INFINITY LINE

Аrt. RM 1035-605 989 /
Collection  Unlimited line — 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter 
Outer layer: 100% nylon
Inner layer: 100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro 
DWR-impregnation
Temp. condition: from +10 to -30° C  Inner layer

2
Vapor permeability  up to 6 000 g/m /24 hours
Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

Outer layer

DWR

UNLIMITED LINE

Аrt. RM 1035-605

 The Remington Reflex Interchange 4 in 1 Winter Forest suit is one of the 
most versatile pieces in the Remington collection. The model consists of two 
independent suites, each of which can be worn both together and 
separately. The upper suite is made of a technological membrane Climatic 
Pro with indicators. The inner suit is made of soft, breathable fleece fabric 
that is pleasant to the body and has good thermal insulation due to the 
fleecy structure.

REFLEX INTERCHANGE

WINTER
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14 15

LIFEGUARD

2Vapor permeability up to 6 000 г/ m / 24 hours
Water resistance up to 12 000 mm

Аrt. FM 1011-036
Collection  Unlimited line— 
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme 
Insulation: Pro Heat + EPE
Temp. conditions: up to -30 °C 
*with multi-layer

The main feature of the Remington Lifeguard overalls 
is their ability to stay on the surface of the water, like 
a bobber, while the user does not get wet. On the 
sleeves of the upper part of the product, there are 
adjustable cuffs, which you adjust to the parameters 
of your hand, a neck with adjustable drawstrings. 
Visor protects the face from precipitation. Remington 
is also concerned by safety. Overalls are equipped 
with reflective elements, a signal whistle, and bright 
color accents.

+ EPE

UNLIMITED LINE

WINTER

INFINITY LINE

ChampiOn
The Remington Champion suit is perfect for comfortable 
fishing or tourism. That is a practical and high-quality suit, 
that will reliably protect the owner from moisture, wind, 
precipitation, and cold. The model consists of several 
elements. The cuffs of the sleeves are narrower and do not 
let the cold, rain, snow inside. Regulation is provided. A high 
stand-up collar covers the neck and part of the face from 
wind and precipitation. The second part of the set is a 
jumpsuit. Because of their style, wide-cut trousers do not 
hinder movement. Moreover, it is convenient to fix on shoes. 

Аrt. FM 1034-405
Collection  Innity line —
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme 

: Pro HeatInsulation
. :  -30 °CTemp condition up to

2Vapor permeability up to 15 000 g/ m / 24 hours
Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

WINTER Èëüÿ Ýâåðñòîâ
Ðûáîëîâ-ñïîðòñìåí
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Аrt. RM 1033-010
Collection — Unlimited line
Sizes S-3XL
Winter
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro 
Insulation: Pro Heat
Temp. conditions: up to -35° C

2
Vapor permeability up to 5 000 g/m /24 hours
Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

UNLIMITED LINE

SEVERE WINTER
The Remington Severe Winter suit is specially designed 
for winter fishing. The model is made of membrane 
fabric Climatic Pro. Thanks to modern Pro Heat 
insulation and an additional fleece lining, it is designed 
for temperatures up to -35 degrees. For maximum 
protection from the cold, the suit has a hood with a 
high stand, which allows you to cover your face from 
the cold wind. Adjustable cuffs on the sleeves and 
trousers and a windproof "skirt" inside the jacket protect 
against wind and retain your body heat. The back of 
the suit is additionally reinforced with rubberized 
Oxford fabric for the best protection against getting 
wet. The model has a free cut that does not restrict 
freedom of movement. 

WINTER

HUNTER CALIBRE
The Remington jacket is a warm, durable and functional option. You 
will not be discomforted by cold or bad weather. There is a stand-up 
collar that protects from wind and precipitation. The Remington jacket 
is equipped with a deep hood  it protects the face from the rain  —
and the head from the wind. 

Trousers will become an indispensable item for hunting, fishing, and 
traveling. The material of the trousers is durable, pleasant to the body, 
does not stretch after washing. In the belt area of the model, there 
are belt loops for the belt. 

2Vapor permeability up to 5 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 5 000 mm

Art. RM 1771-506
Collection   Unlimited line—
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C

Art. RM 1770-506
Collection — Unlimited line 
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C

2Vapor permeability up to 5 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 5 000 mm

DEMI-SEASON

UNLIMITED LINE
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protection from the cold, the suit has a hood with a 
high stand, which allows you to cover your face from 
the cold wind. Adjustable cuffs on the sleeves and 
trousers and a windproof "skirt" inside the jacket protect 
against wind and retain your body heat. The back of 
the suit is additionally reinforced with rubberized 
Oxford fabric for the best protection against getting 
wet. The model has a free cut that does not restrict 
freedom of movement. 

WINTER

HUNTER CALIBRE
The Remington jacket is a warm, durable and functional option. You 
will not be discomforted by cold or bad weather. There is a stand-up 
collar that protects from wind and precipitation. The Remington jacket 
is equipped with a deep hood  it protects the face from the rain  —
and the head from the wind. 

Trousers will become an indispensable item for hunting, fishing, and 
traveling. The material of the trousers is durable, pleasant to the body, 
does not stretch after washing. In the belt area of the model, there 
are belt loops for the belt. 

2Vapor permeability up to 5 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 5 000 mm

Art. RM 1771-506
Collection   Unlimited line—
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C

Art. RM 1770-506
Collection — Unlimited line 
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C

2Vapor permeability up to 5 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 5 000 mm

DEMI-SEASON

UNLIMITED LINE
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STORMFRONT
Due to the latest technology of gluing the seams, you will not 
get wet even under heavy rainfall. There are several pockets 
under the zipper on the jacket. The hood is self-adjusting. 
narrowed closer to the hands and does not let the wind and 
precipitation inside. On the back of the product, in the lumbar 
and buttocks area, there is an additional protective fabric, for 
example, if you sit down in nature on something wet, this fabric 
will protect you from getting wet.

2Vapor permeability up to 15 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 20 000 mm

Art. RM 1013-993/995/997
Collection  Innity line—
Sizes S-6XLT
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme
Temp. conditions: up to - 10 °C

Art. RM 1013-997 

Art. RM 1013-993 Art. RM 1013-995 

INFINITY LINE

DEMI-SEASON

UNLIMITED LINE

Аrt. RM 1026-927

XM ELITE
The Remington XM Elite costume is made of soft, breathable fabric. 
The suit has an excellent air distribution system, therefore moisture 
quickly evaporates due to the large area. The costume is great for 
hunting and does not make rustling sounds. The inner side of the 
costume has a honeycomb structure, which provides air circulation. 
The jacket is equipped with an adjustable hood, a secure zipper, 
four external zip pockets, an internal pocket, and waterproof cuffs 
on sleeves. Pants have a unique anatomical cut that provides the 
comfort of movement and comfortable, capacious pockets.

Art. RM 1026-927/991/997
Collection Unlimited line—  

 S-3XLSizes
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro 
Temp. conditions: from -10 to +10 °C 

Аrt. RM 1026-997

2Vapor permeability up to 10 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 10 000 mm

Аrt. RM 1026-991

DEMI-SEASON
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DEMI-SEASON

UNLIMITED LINE
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Аrt. RM 1026-991

DEMI-SEASON
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HIMALAYAN
The Remington Himalayan costume is perfect for outdoor activities, 
hunting, fishing and off-road driving. This model is made of durable, 
tensile and breathable material. It will protect you from moisture, 
cold wind and insects. Its technological surface will repel dust and 
dirt. The jacket is equipped with many thoughtful pockets. It also has 
a hood with a visor that will provide protection. Pants have a unique 
anatomical cut that provides comfort of movement. Due the 
adjustable cuffs on the pants in the ankle area, it is easy to fix the 
trousers over the boots.

Аrt. RM 1014-/013/903/991/995
Collection  Unlimited line—
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Pro
Temp.conditions: from -5 to +10 °C

2Vapor permeability up to  8 000 g/ g / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 5 000 mm

Аrt. RM 1014-995 Аrt. RM 1014-991

Аrt. RM 1014-903

UNLIMITED LINE

Аrt. RM 1014-013

DEMI-SEASON

Аrt. RM 1023-399/993
Collection  Innity line—
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester
Membrane: Climatic Extreme 
Temp. conditions: from -5 to +10 °C

Аrt. RM 1023-993

2Vapor permeability up to  10 000 g/ m / 24 hours

Water resistance up to 15 000 mm

Аrt. RM 1023-399

EXPEDITION HUNTING
The Remington Expedition Hunting Khaki Demi-Season Suit is suitable for 
everyone who appreciates comfort, practicality, and aesthetics. A 
durable, waterproof Climatic Extreme membrane is used. The model is 
perfect for hunting, fishing, and outdoor activities. On the back, in the 
elbows, and on the hood there is an additional protective fabric from cold 
air and moisture. Under the knees there is special Velcro, which can be 
adjusted individually to fit your legs. The presented Remington model will 
protect you from cold, wind, and moisture.

DEMI-SEASON

INFINITY LINE
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DEMI-SEASON
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DEMI-SEASON

INFINITY LINE
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UNLIMITED LINE

The Remington Stalker suit is a part of a range of low-noise, 
windproof clothing. This costume is designed for tourism, hunting, 
fishing, as well as extreme hiking and traveling. The seamy side of 
the suit is made of thick, but lightweight and breathable fleece. 
The dense, warm fabric is windproof and waterproof.

А . RM 1006-991/993/997rt
Collection — Unlimited line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
DWR-impregnation
Temp. conditions: from -5 to +20 °C

STALKER

Аrt. RM 1006-991 Аrt. RM 1006-993

DWR
Аrt. RM 1006-997

DEMI-SEASON SUMMER

The Alabama Summer hunting suit is made of lightweight, 
breathable material. The model is made of modern technological 
materials that repel water and dirt. Also, the material of the costume 
has excellent strength and elasticity. That is an ideal option for 
walking or hunting. You will not get tired of moving around in 
different terrain quickly due to its ergonomics. The lining of this suit is 
soft, pleasant to the body, and keeps you warm. The stand-up collar 
and edges have a soft lining, so the probability of rubbing the neck 
with the main fabric is reduced.

ALABAMA SUMMER

А . RM 1056-991/993/995/997rt
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Summer
100% polyester
Temp. conditions: from +10 to +25 °C

Art. RM 1056-997

Art. RM 1056-993Аrt. RM 1056-991

Art. RM 1056-995

UNIVERSAL LINE
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Art. RM 1056-995

UNIVERSAL LINE
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UV
PROTECT

Аrt. RM 1082-922
Collection  Universal line—
Sizes S-3XL
Summer
92% polyester, 8% spandex
Temp. conditions: from +10 to +25 °C 

ARIZONA SAFARI
The Remington Arizona Safari Suit is made from 
breathable fabric that wicks sweat away, no matter how 
hard you exercise. UPF 50+ technology protects against 
harsh sun rays. 4-way stretch fabric provides unrestricted 
mobility. Silent technology prevents rustling, helping you 
stay quiet when you need it.

SUMMER

UNIVERSAL LINE

NATIVE HABITAT
The Remington Native Habitat Figure suit is designed 
for outdoor enthusiasts in the warm season. The 
model is made of wear-resistant material with a 
water-repellent DWR impregnation that helps protect 
against rain. The suit material is pleasant to the body 
and has good vapor permeability. The model can be 
used as the main suit in the summer and as an upper, 
protective layer in the demi-season period.

Аrt. RM 1062-993
Collection  Unlimited line—
Sizes S-3XL
Summer
100% polyester
DWR-impregnation
Temp. conditions: from +5 to +20 °C 

DWR

ЛЕТО

UNLIMITED LINE

SUMMER
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UNIVERSAL LINE
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DWR

ЛЕТО

UNLIMITED LINE

SUMMER
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MOUNTAIN
The Remington Mountain demi-season suit is a good choice for 
lovers of hunting, hiking, and outdoor activities. Lightweight 
and quiet material with water-repellent DWR impregnation, 
resistant to intensive washing, does not shrink and does not lose 
its visual appeal and color. The cuffs are made of elastic with 
an additional fastener so that water cannot enter the sleeve. 
Drawstrings on the back allow you to adjust the jacket to your 
figure. The trousers are made with a unique anatomical cut for 
easy movement on any terrain.

Art. RM 1011-907
Collection  Unlimited line—
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
65% polyester, 35% cotton
DWR-impregnation
Temp. conditions: from 0 to +20 °C

DWR

UNLIMITED LINE

SUMMER

WINTER PROGRESS
The Remington Winter Progress down jacket is a reliable choice for the winter. Down jacket of optimal length is covering the most vulnerable parts of the body. 
The jacket has modern, technological insulation, due to which a comfortable temperature inside will be maintained. The material is not afraid of moisture, 
precipitation, and wind. Thick, adjustable sleeve cuffs keep cold air, wind, and rain out. Down jacket, Remington Winter Progress has a deep hood that protects 
you in bad weather, sits firmly on your head, and does not fly off. This jacket is suitable for hunting, fishing, tourism, outdoor recreation. The camouflage print of 
the product will work on the general disguise of the hunter. In addition, the model can be worn as a casual option and goes well with jeans, semi-sports trousers.

Аrt. RM 1088-927
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Winter
100% nylon
Filler: 90% down, 10% feather
Temp. conditions: up to -15 °С
  

WINTER

UNIVERSAL LINE
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UNIVERSAL LINE
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The Remington Diamond Quilt Green Men's Jacket will be an excellent thing in the 
demi-season period. The jacket is made of modern material  nylon. Nylon has great —
wear resistance, the jacket will last you for several seasons. Also, this material is elastic, 
which is very important for dynamic and vigorous activity. The jacket is fastened with a 
strong zipper. There are two small pockets on the studs, as well, there are studs on the 
cuffs of the sleeves. The stand-up collar will reliably protect you from wind and 
precipitation inside. The fit of the model suits any figure.

Art. RM 1716-307
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-2XLT 
Demi-season
100% nylon
Temp. conditions: from -5 to +10 °C

DIAMOND QUILT 

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

The Remington Ease of the Movement Timber down jacket has been crafted with the 
latest technology. The down jacket is made of waterproof material using the latest 
developments. This model uses natural down, which helps to keep warm and Climatic 
Pro technology, which protects clothes from light rain. In addition, even a multilayer 
base can be worn under the style of this model: the jacket itself is light and will not 
cause extra volume and other inconveniences when worn. This model sits well on a 
different type of figure. 

Art. RM 1003-992
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Insulation: 80% Down , 20% Feather
Temp. conditions: up to -5 °C

EASE OF THE MOVEMENT

EXPLORER
The Remington Explorer Timber Jacket is a good option for those who value comfort 
and practicality. The model is lightweight, so it is convenient to carry it in cool weather, 
and thanks to its compactness, you can put it on any base under the jacket, you will 
not feel extra volume. The material of the product protects from moisture, retains heat. 
Insulation 90% down and 10% feather will not allow its owner to freeze. The jacket 
fastens with a zipper. A deep hood is provided to protect from wind and precipitation in 
bad weather. The high neck will also keep cold air and precipitation out. Two zippered 
side pockets keep your belongings secure. There is a thin extra fabric at the bottom of 
the sleeves. It fits tightly around your hand, thereby preventing cold and moisture from 
entering your body. The universal color and print of the model allow you to wear it in 
the city and outdoors. 

Art. RM 1002-992
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Утеплитель: 90% Down, 10% Feather
Temp. conditions: up to -5 °C

UNIVERSAL LINE

URBAN CITY
The Urban City jacket is a warm and presentable solution for the cold 
season. The model has a good length, which is very important for 
comfortable wear at low temperatures. Jacket material and insulation 
will protect against wind and cold, as well as precipitation. The product 
does not deform after washing. The costume fastens with a zipper that 
goes almost to the face. The cuffs of the sleeves are made of dense 
fabric that fits the arm, so cold air does not pass inside. There are two 
zippered pockets on the front of the product. A deep hood is also 
provided to protect the face and head from wind, rain, and snow. The 
cut of the model will give freedom to all your movements.

Art. UM 1722-947
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Insulation: Pro Heat
Temp. condition: up to -15 °C

DEMI-SEASON

The Remington Urban Rifle black down jacket is an excellent choice in 
the demi-season period down to -10 °C. The model presents a line of 
lightweight outerwear. The material of the product is waterproof, it also 
retains and does not release warm air, does not let the wind through. 
The jacket fastens with a zipper. A stand-up collar with additional fabric 
protects from wind and rain. For better reliability, the collar fastens with 
a rivet. Two side pockets are also riveted, where you can store small 
items. The cuffs of the sleeves are made of dense stretch fabric, 
tapered. The model sits well on different types of figures, does not lose 
its original properties.

Art. RM 1004-010
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
Insulation: 90% Down, 10% Feather
Temp. condition: from -10 to +10 °C

URBAN RIFLE 
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UNIVERSAL LINE
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UNIVERSAL LINE

Art. RM 1015-906  
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
70% polyester, 30% wool
Lining: 100% polyester
Temp. condition: from -5 to +10 °C

A versatile knit jacket with a zipper for hunting, city, and travel. The originality and 
advantages of this jacket are that it is knitted, retains heat well, and also prevails in 
sophistication. The knitted material is practically non-greaseable, so you don't have 
to worry about the quick worn-out look of the product.

FEEL GOOD

DWR

Art. RM 1715-369
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100 % nylon
Temp.conditions: from 0 to +20 °C

A versatile jacket for sports, tourism, and hiking in inclement weather! Camouflage 
jacket with contrasting knitted sleeves. Signature details include a bold lettering logo 
on the inner placket, visible when unbuttoned and embroidery on the back. The jacket 
has two side pockets and a drawstring hood.

URBAN DAY

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUMMER

The Remington Protest Orange Anorak Jacket is a lightweight 
windbreaker for the warmer months. The model has a free cut 
that does not constrain movement. The mesh lining is pleasant 
to the body and provides air circulation. For comfortable 
wearing, the model provides all the necessary structural 
elements: Hood, backstage — adjusting the volume, cuffs on 
the sleeves, zipper for easy donning. The model is great for 
both urban styles and any kind of outdoor activity.

PROTEST ORANGE
А . UM 1490-506rt
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Summer
100% nylon
Temp. conditions: from +10 to +25 °C
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UNIVERSAL LINE
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Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100 % nylon
Temp.conditions: from 0 to +20 °C

A versatile jacket for sports, tourism, and hiking in inclement weather! Camouflage 
jacket with contrasting knitted sleeves. Signature details include a bold lettering logo 
on the inner placket, visible when unbuttoned and embroidery on the back. The jacket 
has two side pockets and a drawstring hood.

URBAN DAY

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

SUMMER

The Remington Protest Orange Anorak Jacket is a lightweight 
windbreaker for the warmer months. The model has a free cut 
that does not constrain movement. The mesh lining is pleasant 
to the body and provides air circulation. For comfortable 
wearing, the model provides all the necessary structural 
elements: Hood, backstage — adjusting the volume, cuffs on 
the sleeves, zipper for easy donning. The model is great for 
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PROTEST ORANGE
А . UM 1490-506rt
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL 
Summer
100% nylon
Temp. conditions: from +10 to +25 °C
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Suit Remington Arizona Safari
Art. RM 1082-922

The innovative way of development made it 
possible to expand the scope of the ordinary not 
only in clothes but also in everyday life. Using new 
technologies, you stop thinking about the little 
things, focusing on the main thing - the process.

In the end, it becomes absolutely unimportant 
what to go hunting — with a bow or a firearm. By 
giving preference to Remington, you will 
understand what real comfort and freedom are 
in every movement.

Suit Remington Stormfront
Art. RM 1013-995
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The Remington Experienced Hunter II reversible vest is a practical model 
suitable for use almost all year round. It can be used as an independent 
product, and as an insulating layer in cold weather. The vest is made of 
softand elastic fleece will be comfortable on any figure. The model is made 
in two colors: olive and bright orange.

EXPERIENCED HUNTER II

А . RM 1444-903rt
Collection — Unlimited line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester

UNLIMITED LINE

HUNTER SIGNAL 
The Remington Hunter Signal Vest is a practical, functional option for hunting. 
Also suitable for tourism. The material of such a thing is not afraid of water, dirt 
can be easily removed from it, it is durable and dense. The upper part of the 
model must have a bright orange color so that you can be seen from afar, 
even if there is dense vegetation in the forest. 

RM 1414-506
Collection — Unlimited line
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
Upper 100% Polyester / Bottom 100% 

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

DEMI-SEASON

Jumper Remington Hunting Brave EMP universal model 
for almost any season. Made from durable polyester 
with excellent wind protection, the soft microfleece 
inner layer provides the necessary comfort at low 
temperatures while retaining warmth. A warm hood with 
a drawstring adjustment will not interfere with all-around 
visibility and additionally protect against bad weather.

НUNTING BRAVE

А . RM 1106-966rt  
Collection — Unlimited line
Sizes S-3XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester
  

MOOSE HUNTER 

Аrt. RM 1110-010
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-2XL 
Demi-season
100% polyester

The Remington Black Moose Hunter Jacket — is a versatile 
choice for sports, outdoors, hiking, hunting, and fishing. The 
jumper is made of soft-shell fabric. That is a stretchy material 
that can protect you from light precipitation and gusts of 
wind. The jumper closes with a reliable zipper. There is a 
hood that can be adjusted according to the degree of fit to 
the head depending on the weather. The cuffs of the 
sleeves are adjustable with Velcro: you adjust the desired 
volume so that the wind and precipitation do not get inside.
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INSIDE FIT
The T-shirt is made of soft and pleasant fabric with the addition of 
spandex. Designed to be worn in warm weather, and can also be used 
as a breathable bottom layer in the cold season. Due to its free cut, it 
is well suited for hunting and fishing, as well as for active walks in the 
fresh air.

Art. RM 1320-997
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL
Summer 
100% polyester

INSIDE FIT II
The Remington Inside Fit II Safari T-shirt is made of a soft and stretchy 
material that feels comfortable on the body and doesn't restrict 
movement. In the summer season, it will protect from the sun's rays 
thanks to UPF 50+ technology. In the demi-season and winter, it will be 
an excellent base layer to remove moisture from the body.

Art. RM 1321-922
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL
Summer
97% polyester, 3% spandex

SUMMER 2023

DEMI-SEASON

UNIVERSAL LINE

HUNTING SHIRTS
А . RM 1305-991/993/995/927rt
Collection — Universal line
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester

The Remington Shirt is for those who value the practicality and versatility of 
clothing. This model can be used outdoors, during fishing, hunting, tourism, 
and it will also be convenient to play sports. The soft, tactilely pleasant, 
elastic fabric of the product contains spandex. Because of that, the T-shirt 
is light, does not wrinkle, dirt and stains can be easily removed from it, the 
color will delight you with its brightness for a long time. In warm weather, 
this T-shirt can be used as the main item, and it is designed for the bottom, 
"breathable" layer in cold weather.

Аrt. RM 1305-991 Аrt. RM 1305-993 Аrt. RM 1305-927Аrt. RM 1305-995

DEMI-SEASON
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SUMMER DEMI-SEASON

SUMMER 2023 SUMMER 2023

REMINGT N YELL W O O
WATERF WL O

H NEYC MBSO O  
Art. RM 1307-995

Collection  Universal line—
Sizes S-2XL

100% cotton

T-shirt is crafted from cotton with elastane for a 
comfortable fit and tactile feel. Due to the 
addition of elastane, it does not hinder 
movement and retains its shape when washed.

REMINGT N O TIMBER
Art. 1RM 1307-99

Collection  Universal line—
Sizes S-2XL

100% cotton

The T-shirt is made of soft and pleasant 
fabric. Designed to be worn in warm 
weather, and can also be used as a 
breathable bottom layer in the cold 
season. Due to its free cut, the t-shirt is well 
suited for hunting and fishing, as well as for 
active walks in the fresh air.

HUNTING MISSILE
Аrt. RM 1336-011

Collection  Universal line—
Sizes S-3XL

95% polyester, 5% elastane

HUNTING SHELL
Аrt. RM 1337-308

Collection  Universal line—
Sizes S-3XL

95% polyester, 5% elastane

The T-shirt is made of soft and pleasant 
fabric. Designed to be worn in warm 
weather, and can also be used as a 
breathable bottom layer in the cold 
season. Due to its free cut, the t-shirt is 
well suited for hunting and fishing, as well 
as for active walks in the fresh air.

The oversized T-shirt is crafted from cotton 
with elastane for a comfortable fit and 
tactile feel. Due to the addition of 
elastane, it does not hinder movement 
and retains its shape when washed.

oversize 
model

UNIVERSAL LINE

PORTER GREEN
A comfortable Remington Porter Green fleece suit is the best option 
for fishing, hunting, and tourism at different times of the year. Fleece 
items are hygroscopic and can retain heat for a long time due to the 
structure of the fabric. The suit can be used as a second layer under 
outerwear in the cold season - which will create even more insulation, 
and there will be no additional weight load: fleece is a very light and 
compact material. Using the suit with the second layer, you do not 
have to feel stiffness or constantly correct something. The material of 
the suit is soft and smooth — providing additional tactile comfort. 

Art. RM 1017-309
Collection  Universal line—
Sizes S-3XL
Demi-season
100% polyester

UNIVERSAL LINE
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INTENSIVE CAMO
Thermal underwear Remington Intensive Camo is a new 
model from the brand Remington. The material of the fabric is 
88% polyester and 12% elastane. Inside, the fabric has a soft 
microfleece of 250 gsm, which allows you to keep warm at 
temperatures down to -35 degrees. The fabric of the product 
is thin, which makes the model invisible under the main 
clothing. The special structure of the fabric with an inner layer 
of microfleece allows you to effectively remove and 
redistribute moisture from the body during physical activity.

Аrt. RH 2017-935
Sizes S-3XL 
88% polyester, 12% elastane microeece 250 gsm
Temp. conditions: up to -35 °C

EXTREME
High breathability returns its body’s heat by 20% and allows to dry 
quickly.
Thermal underwear is made of high quality polyester that is insulated 
with polar fleece. It is bacteriostatic, soft, elastic and tight to the body. 
Extreme line has the aforementioned properties due to the use of two-
layer knitwear that is subjected to special processing. The material of 
the product is highly breathable. It is perfect for wearing in low, 
medium and high activity modes. Fleece quickly absorbs excess 
moisture. Even wet this model breathes and continues to retain heat.

Аrt. RH 2015-301
Sizes S-3XL 
100% polyester with two-sided processing
Insulation: 230 gsm polareece
Temp. conditions: up to -35 °C

High breathability returns its body’s heat by 20% and allows to dry 
quickly.
Has innovative technology of “smart” thermoregulation. This 
technology does not only preserve the natural warmth, but also 
removes excess moisture to the outside. The heat retention increases 
up to 20%. The advantage of REFLECTIVE technology is that heat 
resistance is achieved not by increasing the thickness of the insulation, 
but by use of reflective lining.

THERMAL REFLECTIVE

Аrt. RH 2014-010 
Sizes S-3XL 
90% Polyester, 10% elastane 170 gsm
Temp. conditions: up to -25 °C

Fleecy, elastic, well-fitting tissue creates a microclimate around the 
body. The synthetic composition of the fabric provides high vapor 
permeability, quick drying. Tight fit and flat seams for ease of 
movement and better thermoregulation. Used as a base layer.

ACTIVE EXPEDITION

Аrt. RH 2016-934 
Sizes S-3XL 
95% Polyester, 5% elastane
Insulation: 350 gsm eece
Temp. conditions: up to -35 °C

WINTERWINTER
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The presented model can be used for hunting, fishing, hiking, during sports activities and is suitable for everyday wear. 
The lining of the accessory is warm, soft, and pleasant to the body. The upper material is durable and dense, will not 
let the cold pass, and will protect you from wind and precipitation. The edges of the model are treated with 
additional fabric, so there will be no unpleasant sensations on the skin and rubbing. Such a hat will be durable in use 
and will not lose its quality and attractive appearance.

REMINGTON DESCENT 
Аrt. RM 1518-991/993/995/997

Sizes S/M  L/XL
Demi-season

100% polyester

Аrt. RM 1518-997 Аrt. RM 1518-993 Аrt. RM 1518-991 Аrt. RM 1518-995 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Art. RM 1577-509

One size
Demi-season

100% polyester

The Remington hat is a stylish, practical, 
versatile option with a wide range of uses. An 
interesting design of the product makes this 
headpiece attractive and at the same time 
easy to match with jackets and down jackets.

 LIFESTYLE
Art. RM 1588-010

One size
Demi-season

100% polyester

The Remington beanie presents a knitted, 
stylish headpiece. The woolen component of 
the fabric of this hat retains heat well, does not 
allow overheating, it is a "breathable" and 
wear-resistant material.

TACTICAL SOFT
Art. RM 1510-013

Sizes S/M  L/XL
Demi-season

100% polyester

The Remington Tactical Soft Gray hat will reliably 
protect you from extreme cold, wind, and 
precipitation. The upper material of the product — 
polyester, does not allow moisture to pass through. 
Inside there is a fleece lining, this material "breathes", 
keeps you warm.  

WINTERDEMI-SEASON

Remington Activ Gloves are equipped with drawstring cuffs for a snug, secure fit that protects your hands from moisture 
and precipitation. Digital camouflage will help the hunter's overall camouflage.

ACTIV GLOVES
Art. RM 16 -9923 1/993/995/

Sizes S/M
Winter

100% polyester

Art. RM 1623-991 Art. RM 1623-995Art. RM 1623-993

PLACES 
Art. RM 1622-010/991/993/995

Sizes S/M
Demi-season

97% polyester 3% spandex

Remington Gloves Places — will be appreciated by the lovers of hunting and shing. The material of the product is 
durable, dirt can be easily removed from it. In the wrist area, there are inserts made of additional fabric. It is worth noting 
the rather long cuff of the product.

Art. RM 1622-010 Art. RM 1622-991 Art. RM 1622-993 Art. RM 1622-995
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Art. RM 1608-993Art. RM 1608-991

DEMI-SEASONDEMI-SEASON

HUNTER 
Art. RM 1608-991/993

Sizes S/M L/XL
Demi-season

100% polyester

Remington Hunter Gloves are designed for use during the demi-season. The product is made of 
eece  it is a soft, breathable material. It can keep internal warmth. In addition, even when wet, —
this fabric will keep you warm.

Remington Torro Black Gloves are specially designed to make your fishing and hunting as comfortable as 
possible. There is additional fabric in the area of the fingers and palm, which allows you to comfortably 
hold any objects.

TORRO BLACK
Art. RM 1660-010

Sizes S/M  L/XL
Demi-season

100% polyester

The Remington Frost Savior winter gloves are specially designed for winter fishing and outdoor activities. 
A special rubberized coating is used on the palm of the gloves, which protects against wear and has an 
anti-slip effect.

FROST SAVIOR
Art. RM 1603-010

Sizes S/M
Winter

Uppers 
material:leather

Balaclava Active Holiday — is a functional 
accessory for hunting, fishing, and tourism. The 
model covers the face area, leaving only the eyes, 
part of the head, and part of the neck.

Art. RUA10-011
One size
Demi-season
100% polyester

Art. RUA13-013
One size
Demi-season
100% polyester

The Remington Reliable Protection mask is designed to 
protect the respiratory tract, but at the same time can 
be used as a snood, protecting against adverse 
weather conditions.

Art. RUA12-010
One size
Demi-season
100% polyester

Balaclava Remington Protection Against is great 
at protecting the face, head, and neck from 
wind and cold breeze. The high-quality fabric of 
the product is soft, does not allow overheating, 
keeps warm, is elastic, does not deform after 
wearing and washing.

PROTECTION AGAINST

RELIABLE PROTECTION

ACTIVE HOLIDAY
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keeps warm, is elastic, does not deform after 
wearing and washing.

PROTECTION AGAINST

RELIABLE PROTECTION

ACTIVE HOLIDAY
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SUMMER

BASEBALL CAP 

Art. RM 1556-991/993/995
One size
Summer
100% polyester
   

The Remington Baseball Cap is a handy accessory to complete 
your look. The model has a patch on the front and a special worn 
effect, adjustment at the back will help to change the size if 
needed.

Art. RM 1556-991 Art. RM 1556-995Art. RM 1556-993

BASEBALL CAP TRUCKS
Cap with a hard visor. Embroidered logo on the front, adjustable buckle and 
logo on the back, distressed effect

Art. RM 1555-997

Art. RM 1555-012/997/010/406
One size
Summer
100% polyester
   

Art. RM 1555-010

Art. RM 1555-012

Art. RM 1555-406

BACKPACK CAMPAIGN
Remington Backpack Campaign — is a roomy and reliable accessory for hunters, 
fishermen, and tourists. The frame of the product has sufficient strength and 
hardness to withstand loads and, at the same time does not overload your back. 
The model has several fixing straps at the top and bottom. With their help, 
carrying a backpack becomes much more convenient, since you can adjust the 
straps. The backpack has wide shoulder straps, comfortable to wear, which you 
adjust, based on the parameters of the body and the dimensions of the product.

Art. RR 6602-993
100% polyester
Volume 35 liters

BACKPACK SOFT TRAIL
Remington Backpack Soft Trail Timber will be appreciated by hunters, tourists, and 
fishermen. The material of the presented model is not afraid of water and 
precipitation; it is also durable, the fabric is difficult to tear or scratch. The color of 
the accessory is camouflage, which is very important in hunting conditions: the 
product will not break your disguise. The Remington backpack has several major 
large compartments, all fastened with a strong zipper. Also, there are two patch 
pockets of different sizes, where you can store the items you use most. The two 
parts of the backpack contain fixing straps, you "customize" them independently 
as the product is full.

Art. RR 6603-991
100% polyester
Volume 35 liters
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BACKPACK PLACES
Remington Backpack Places Green Forest — comfortable and a reliable attribute 
on hunting and fishing. Moreover, perfect even for long hikes. The material of the 
product will keep the contents from moisture and precipitation, also dirt is easily 
removed from it. The model has several spacious compartments of different sizes, 
so all the necessary accessories are can be folded according to their weight and 
overall dimensions. The straps of the product are wide and adjustable, moreover, it 
is possible to independently customize them according to your parameters, as well 
as based on the total weight of the content.

Art. RR 6600-997
100% polyester
Volume 35 liters

BACKPACK DURABILITY 
The Remington Backpack Durability Multi Camo is a roomy and practical product 
that will serve you for a long time. The model presented is perfect for hunting, 
fishing, and tourism. The material of the product is not afraid of moisture and 
precipitation, therefore it will save all content. Also, on the product, an external 
transfer of attributes is provided. The print of the product will fit well into the overall 
hunter's disguise.

Art. RR 6601-927
100% polyester
Volume 35 liters

HUNTING THICK  
Art. UB 1010-011/306
Sizes 40-43 43-46
Density: 100 den
80% cotton,17% polyester,3% elastane

Remington socks are a comfortable and practical 
option for hunting, fishing, hiking, and everyday wear. 
Made from 80% cotton, 17% polyester, and 3% elastane. 
They perfectly absorb moisture, so in winter and summer, 
you will not feel discomfort.

Art. UB 1010-011 Art. UB 1010-306

Art. UB 1011-011/100
Sizes 40-43 43-46
Density: 40 den
80% cotton,17% polyester,3% elastane 

Remington socks are a comfortable and practical 
option for hunting, fishing, hiking, and everyday wear. 
Made from 80% cotton, 17% polyester, and 3% elastane. 
They perfectly absorb moisture, so in winter and summer, 
you will not feel discomfort.

HUNTING THIN  

Art. UB 1011-011 Art. UB 1011-100

RELIABLE WATER PROTECTION 
Remington chaps for hunting, fishing, and outdoor 
activities are reliable protection against getting wet, 
mechanical damage, scratches from thorny forest 
vegetation, and also from snow getting into your boots. 
The main qualities of this model are water resistance and 
wear resistance. The product will also withstand rainfall.

Art. RTCZ09
100% polyester
Demi-season
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SHADOW TREK 600G
The Shadow Trek 600 Figure boots are a practical option for winter hunting and 
outdoor activities. The model is made of modern nylon, additionally reinforced with 
inserts of Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). This is a modern polymeric material with 
increased elasticity that reliably protects against mechanical damage. The inner 
lining of the waterproof membrane provides protection from getting wet. 
Lightweight outsole and EVA for a comfortable ride.

Art. Shadow Trek 600 Figure
Sizes 42-47
Winter
Upper material: Polyester + TPU
Lining: Waterproof lining + 600g Thinsulate
Sole: EVA + Rubber
Temp. conditoins: up to -35 °C    

D9150 FIGURE
Remington D9150 Figure is ideal for winter hunting. The model is made of durable, 
wear-resistant nylon and additionally reinforced with rubberized inserts in the toe, 
heel, and sides. The inner lining is made of a waterproof membrane that provides 
reliable protection against getting wet. The sole is made of modern, ultra-light EVA 
material, which is responsible for cushioning when walking and is additionally 
protected by a rubber insert that increases wear resistance and gives a reliable grip 
on any surface.

Art. D9150 Figure
Sizes 42-47
Winter
Upper material: Polyester
Lining: Waterproof lining + 200g Thinsulate
Sole: EVA + Rubber
Temp.conditions: up to -25 °C    
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Sole: EVA + Rubber
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JG01 BLACK
Super durable JG01 black boots are suitable for hunting and walking on wet 
and slippery surfaces in spring, summer, and autumn. In this model, the feet will 
be warm in cold weather. The product is reliable and has a high resistance to 
wear. The lining of the boots is textile and quick-drying. Legs in boots are easily 
and securely fixed thanks to the presence of laces and zippers. In addition, a 
special "fastener" with Velcro is provided, which will not allow the slider to move 
down. Reinforced back and front parts protect the foot from water and 
mechanical damage. Reliable arch support in shoes perfectly supports the feet.

Art. gJ 01
Sizes 41-47
Demi-season
Upper material: Leather + synthetic leather + nylon
Lining: Polyester
Sole: EVA +TPU
Temp. conditions: up to -15 °C   

THERMO 8
The Remington Thermo 8 Black New boots are a great option for cold winters. The 
model is made of modern artificial nubuck with high wear resistance. The inner lining 
of the waterproof membrane provides reliable protection against getting wet. The 
dual-layer outsole combines elastic rubber for increased abrasion resistance and 
improved traction with a modern EVA material for lightness and cushioning.

Art. Thermo 8 Black New
Sizes 41-47
Winter
Upper material: Synthetic nubuck
Lining: Waterproof lining + 200g Thinsulate
Sole: EVA + Rubber
Temp. conditoins: up to -25 °C    

WINTER DEMI-SEASON

MEN TALL RUBBER BOOTS
Classic waterproof neoprene boots. The lower part is made of rubber. Due to the 
neoprene shaft, the boots are lightweight and well protected from water. Neoprene 
is an excellent thermal insulator. The porous structure allows the boots to be used 
comfortably over a wide temperature range. Boots are indispensable for walking, 
fishing, and hunting. They keep it cool in warm weather and warm in cold weather.

Art. RM 3330-306
Sizes 41-47
Demi-season
Material: Rubber
Lining: Neoprene 5 mm
Sole: Rubber
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C    
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EQUALIZER OFF-ROADER YELLOW
Remington Equalizer Off-roader Yellow Waterfowl Honeycombs Boots have a classic look and are 
designed for hunting, fishing, and hiking. The model is made of rubber and wear-resistant 
neoprene. Due to this material, the product is waterproof, keeps its shape perfectly, does not 
fade in the sun, and is easy to clean. In addition, neoprene shoes, like a stocking, fit your foot, 
retain internal warmth, and prevent precipitation from passing. The product provides the ability to 
wear a sock of different thicknesses, depending on the weather. The sole of the model has a 
unique tread that adheres perfectly to viscous soil. A small heel on this shoe keeps the feet in the 
correct position and prevents fatigue. There is also a removable insole of increased comfort. 
Additional shin adjustment is provided to securely fix the boots on the leg.

Art. RM 0110-995
Sizes 41-47
Demi-season
Material: rubber + neoprenee 6 mm
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C    

EQUALIZER OFF-ROADER GREEN FOREST
Remington Boots have a classic look and are designed for hunting, fishing, and hiking. The model is 
made of rubber and wear-resistant neoprene. Due to this material, the product is waterproof, keeps 
its shape perfectly, does not fade in the sun, and is easy to clean. In addition, neoprene shoes, like 
a stocking, fit your foot, retain internal warmth, and prevent precipitation from passing. The product 
provides the ability to wear a sock of different thicknesses, depending on the weather. The sole of 
the model has a unique tread that adheres perfectly to viscous soil. A small heel on this shoe keeps 
the feet in the correct position and prevents fatigue. There is also a removable insole of increased 
comfort. Additional shin adjustment is provided to securely fix the boots on the leg.

Art. RM 0111-997
Sizes 41-47
Demi-season
Material :rubber + neoprenee 6 mm
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C    

DEMI-SEASON

THERMATOR NEW
Remington Thermator New EVO 8 boots are designed for outdoor enthusiasts in the 
demi-season. The model is made of modern artificial nubuck with high wear 
resistance. The inner lining of the waterproof membrane guarantees protection 
against getting wet. The two-layer sole consists of lightweight EVA material, which has 
high cushioning qualities and provides comfort during movement, and elastic rubber 
for reliable traction.

Art. Thermator New Evo 8
Sizes 41-47
Demi-season
Upper material: Nubuck
Lining: Waterproof lining
Sole: EVA+Rubber
Temp. conditions: up to -10 °C   

TRACKING NEW
The Remington Tracking New Timber Boots are specifically designed for outdoor 
enthusiasts. Wear-resistant fabric made of 100% polyester is additionally protected from 
mechanical damage by overlays made of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). The inner 
part of the boots is made of a waterproof membrane, which reliably protects the feet 
from getting wet. The dual-layer outsole combines modern EVA material, which gives the 
product lightness and provides cushioning qualities, and elastic rubber that improves 
traction with the surface.

Art. RB 4440-991
Sizes 41-47
Demi-season
Upper material: Polyester+TPU
Lining: Waterproof lining
Sole: EVA+Rubber
Temp. conditions: from - 5 to +15 °C

DEMI-SEASON
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EXPECTED RESULT
The Remington Expected Result shoes — are specially designed for fishing and outdoor 
enthusiasts in the summer. The front part of the model is made of a special mesh, which 
provides air circulation and eliminates overheating of the legs. The additional fabric is 
provided inside the model to protect it from sand and dust. The back of the boots is made 
of neoprene, the material stretches well, due to which the boots are comfortable to put 
on. The EVA outsole is lightweight and has excellent cushioning to reduce stress when 
walking. Fishing enthusiasts can use them in the water without fear of damaging their legs.

Art. FM 0020-010
Sizes 41-47
Summer
Upper material: Textile
Lining: polyester
Sole: EVA
Temp. conditions: up to +20 °C    

TRAVELER NEW
Remington Traveler New Figure boots are designed for outdoor enthusiasts in the 
summer and demi-season. The model is made of durable wear-resistant nylon 
combined with suede fabric. The sole is made of lightweight polyurethane (PU), which 
also protects the sides of the product from mechanical damage. The inner lining of the 
waterproof membrane protects from getting wet.

Art. RB 4436-993
Sizes 41-47
Summer
Upper material: Suede+Polyester
Lining: Waterproof liningLining: Waterproof lining
Sole: Rubber+PU 
Temp. conditions: from 0 to +20 °C  

SUMMER

Suit
Art. RM 1062-993

T-shirt
Art. RM 1305-993

Boots 
RB 4436-993

Baseball Cap
RM 1556-993
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SIZES
JACKETS

TROUSERS

H

Take all measurements of your figure. Take measurements 
accurately without leaving a margin. While designing and 
manufacturing hunting clothes, we take into account 
sufficient freedom in accordance with your size and type of 
clothing. If you prefer clothes to sit on you freely, please 
choose one size larger.

Don't rely on the world size standards.

Different reproducers offer varied standards and sizes. If your 
waist is 105 and particular pants waist is 102 or 108, we 
recommend to choose bigger size. Most of Remington 
clothes has extra regulators for exactly ascertainment of size 
for maximal comfort.

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

A

Chest, cm

89-96

96-104

106-114

114-124

124-127

127-132

132-136

B

Waist ,cm

74-85 

85-89

89-93

93-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

C

Hips, cm

88-98

98-104

104-109

109-114

114-120

120-126

126-130

D

Neck, cm

36-39

39-41

41-44

44-46

46-69

49-51

51-53

F

Arm lenght, cm

61

63

64

65

65

66

66

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

H

Inside Leg, cm

79

80,5

82

83,5

85

86,5

88

B

Waist ,cm

74-85 

85-89

89-93

93-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

C

Hips ,cm

88-98

98-104

104-109

109-114

114-120

120-126

126-130

FOOTWEAR

EUR

 US

Foot lenght, mm

42

9

270

46

12

300

39A

6,5 

245

42,5

9,5

275

47,5

13

310

39,5B

7

250 

43

10

280

40

7,5

255

44

10,5

285

41

8

260

45

11

290

41,5

8,5

265

45,5

11,5

295

A

If you are between two sizes, select a larger size. 
We do not recommend measuring foot in the morning. Usually the legs swell slightly in the evening 
due to the heat and stress. It is better to measure foot in the evening.
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SIZES
JACKETS

TROUSERS

H

Take all measurements of your figure. Take measurements 
accurately without leaving a margin. While designing and 
manufacturing hunting clothes, we take into account 
sufficient freedom in accordance with your size and type of 
clothing. If you prefer clothes to sit on you freely, please 
choose one size larger.

Don't rely on the world size standards.

Different reproducers offer varied standards and sizes. If your 
waist is 105 and particular pants waist is 102 or 108, we 
recommend to choose bigger size. Most of Remington 
clothes has extra regulators for exactly ascertainment of size 
for maximal comfort.

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

A

Chest, cm

89-96

96-104

106-114

114-124

124-127

127-132

132-136

B

Waist ,cm

74-85 

85-89

89-93

93-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

C

Hips, cm

88-98

98-104

104-109

109-114

114-120

120-126

126-130

D

Neck, cm

36-39

39-41

41-44

44-46

46-69

49-51

51-53

F

Arm lenght, cm

61

63

64

65

65

66

66

Size

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

H

Inside Leg, cm

79

80,5

82

83,5

85

86,5

88

B

Waist ,cm

74-85 

85-89

89-93

93-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

C

Hips ,cm

88-98

98-104

104-109

109-114

114-120

120-126

126-130

FOOTWEAR

EUR

 US

Foot lenght, mm

42

9

270

46

12

300

39A

6,5 

245

42,5

9,5

275

47,5

13

310

39,5B

7

250 

43

10

280

40

7,5

255

44

10,5

285

41

8

260

45

11

290

41,5

8,5

265

45,5

11,5

295

A

If you are between two sizes, select a larger size. 
We do not recommend measuring foot in the morning. Usually the legs swell slightly in the evening 
due to the heat and stress. It is better to measure foot in the evening.
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